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Architectural trench drain system for residential
and commercial applications

PROTrench is hexadrain lower trench with an architectural wedge wire
grate suitable for pedestrian/light vehicle traffic applications
such as:

     Pools
     Driveways
     Patios
     Walkways     Walkways
     Basements

Available in easy to join 40” (1m)
and 20” (1/2m) lengths.  If you 
require a precise length we can
custom make to specifications.
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Components:

Length
inches

Width
inches

Height
inches

Part
No.

PROTrench
(wedge wire grate and
plastic channel)

Accessories

Corner Unit
Accessory Kit
(Vertical outlet and Leaf
Guard)

39.37 (1m) 4.9 3.0 16102

19.69 (1/2m) 4.9

4.9

3.0

3.0

16101

16000

4.9

-

To size

4.9 3.0 16140

16150- -

PROTrench Half
(wedg wire grate and
plastic channel)

PROTrench Custom
(wedge wire grate and
plastic channel)

Easy clip ends for fast
and simple connections
of channel, corners

Removable cut outs
to allow drainage 
to soak away

Load bearing hexagonal 
columns provide excellent 
loading strength

Easy clip ends for fast
and simple connections
of channel, corners
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Choice of eight
verticle outlet
positions on
every channel

Easy connector 
‘push-fits’ into 
underside of 
channel, for simple
connection to 3” & 4”
sewer & drain pipe or
4” Schedule 404” Schedule 40

Leaf Guard

Wedge Wire
architectural
grate
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ADVANTAGES of PROTrench:

•Easy clip system: fast and simple connections 
between channels, corners and end clips

•Bare feet safe, perfectly flat and smooth surface make it 
safe and comfortable to walk on

•Easy installation

•Choice of eight outlets in each 1m (39.4”) channel

•Architectural styling (custom grate pattern available)•Architectural styling (custom grate pattern available)

•Grate tops "V" shaped profile wire avoids clogging from
leaves and rocks but ensures uninterrupted water flow

•Extremely durable

•Recyclable material
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Bare feet safe, perfectly flat and smooth 
surface make it safe and comfortable 
to walk on

3RD STORY BALCONY
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STRIP MALL WALKWAY

Grate tops "V" shaped profile wire avoids clogging from
leaves and rocks but ensures uninterrupted water flow
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Architectural styling suitable for any application
(custom grate pattern available)
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